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It is noticeable that a few do a massive amount of voluntary unpaid
work for the benefit of us all. There is the routine work, such as instructing, tugging and winch driving. We would be paying gold plated
subscriptions without these. Some go beyond that. The aforementioned
AJ Davis gave up a whole 9 days to run an advanced soaring masterclass, - again. Dan, Dan the Airbus man spends much of his non-flying
life labouring on hangar repairs and ground equipment. Dan’s brother
Aaron, a qualified electrician, re-wired the old workshop and discovered many unsafe bodges from the past— without asking for a fee—and
he doesn’t even belong to the club. Fred Hill gives freely of his expertise in land management as well as lending his machinery. Kevin and
the Thursday craftsmen keep our aircraft flying and Sid slaves mightily
and often to let us know if ever the rain might stop. Andy and Elaine
sustain our beer intake and our funds. The committee members do the
boring stuff and attract contumely.
Your editor is transient and will become a thermal as soon as one or
more of us steps forward and utters the magic phrase “I volunteer!”

Editor
Alan Montague
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Congratulations and thank you Andy. A true festival of flyers and friendship. Much music, beer, wine and joyful spirit.

Members, friends and a heavenly choir celebrating Andy Davis’s 60th at the clubhouse

The devastating
workshop fire of
2017 won’t now be
happening

Aaron Welch rewiring the workshop.
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The CFI Wants A Word With You...

Preparation for Early Cross Country Flights
With a number of people completing their XC Endorsements and the summer
holidays looming it is time to think about the preparation required for those early solo cross country flights.
Preparation takes a number of forms. Probably the most important is that associated with ensuring you are current and
confident in your ability to fly the aircraft well. This includes two particular skills; firstly the ability to thermal with
confidence, both on your own and in company with other gliders and secondly to be able to land the glider EXACTLY
where you want to. Remember the average field is less than a quarter the size of Nympsfield.
Forecasting. Whilst many tools including the club forecast are available to help it is worth watching for classic synoptic (pressure) conditions, these include; post cold front, anti-cyclonic curvature that result in light winds from the
North East, North or North West. Often these conditions can be predicted 3 to 4 days in advance. You will want a
high cloudbase (4500 feet plus) for these early flights.
Have a plan as to where to go. I would encourage pilots to plan flights to another gliding site where you can land and
be assured of a warm welcome. From Nympsfield; Edgehill, Enstone, Rivar Hill and the Park all represent valid Silver distance (>50km) targets. For the adventurous Lasham represents more of a challenge. Go in the K8 and you
could collect the wooden plate to boot. Remember the 1% rule. In simple terms this states that that height lost from
release to the finish point should not exceed 1% of the distance flown. This will not matter from a winch launch, but
will limit an aerotow launch to approximately 1800 feet above NYM if flying to Enstone.
Before you go ensure you have checked that there are no NOTAMs that might interfere.
Paperwork. Keep it simple. Make a formal paper declaration confirming the significant flight details. Take your Silver badge claim paperwork (available from the BGA website) with you. It includes a landing certificate that will need
to be signed on arrival. Speak to an Official Observer (Jake Brattle, David Jesty, Elaine Townsend) to make sure they
are happy with your plan.
Logger. All of the club aircraft are equipped with an IGC logger. This will record the flight and provide a barograph
trace to demonstrate that you did not land for lunch on the way. A micro SD card will be required to download the
trace after the flight. Again, make sure the OO is happy about how you do this. Note that the logger will allow airspace transgressions to be seen!
Navigation. Mark the track on the chart. Make yourself familiar with the major landmarks, towns, roads railways
etc… Highlight airspace to be avoided and note any higher ground that might help or hinder. Make sure that you are
familiar with your moving map equipment and software.
Aircraft familiarity. Do you know how to de-rig and rig the aircraft? If not ask to be shown in advance.
The trailer. Are you and your crew familiar with it? Check the state of tyres, internal fittings and lights. They should
be good, but take the trouble to check.
Little things. Before you go ensure that you have chart, paperwork, hat, water, personal comfort stuff etc…
Authorisation. Note that all early XC flights should be authorised by the Duty Instructor, or another Fully Rated instructor. They will confirm that they are happy with your plan and provide final advice appropriate to the day. Do not
go without speaking to them!
Greg O’Hagan
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He That Hath The Swankiest Glider...
Ready for the Wooden Challenge
—Watch out Lasham here we come!

Kevin Neave and his team of
grafters spent six years, especially on Thursday evenings,
restoring our K8 CMN to
shiny newness with IGC
Flarm and an audio vario.
After a proving flight on
June 18th he released this
magic carpet for we lesser
mortals to waft around in.
It is beautifully coordinated,
both in colour and control
responses. A lovely glider in
wood.
No plastic, no carbon fibre,
no Kev-lar.
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Go Quickly, Come Back Slowly!
by The Magician
28 April 2015. Philip Walker was recovering from a broken
Achilles tendon and was out of practice. He said: would I like to
fly the Arcus "BW" with him? There is only one answer to that
sort of question with a very good forecast, even with a 20 - 25
knot wind. Ever the optimist, I decided that it is bound to street,
so declared 580 km to the other side of the country and back (up
and down the streets) and we took a winch launch into the first
thermal of the day at 10 o'clock.

nitely time for a
climb and nothing
looked good
ahead. Philip said,
"shall we go back
and try and find a
climb somewhere
under the
cloud." After some
I said the flight would be "on", even fairly straightforward, if it thought I said "no,
streeted (the thermals lined themselves up and down wind in
we will be OK to
lines of energy) but impossible without streets. It hardly streeted carry on." - my
at all but there were well spaced 4 - 6 knot thermals to 6000 feet worst decision of the flight, and he had believed me! A few
ASL.
minutes later we were forced to go back down wind to the only
reachable cloud in the sky; when we got there at 1000 feet AGL
Philip flew most of the leg to Yarmouth in 2 3/4 hours (115
Philip decided that it was definitely my turn to fly, to extract us
Kph). Not too difficult with a 20 - 25 knot tailwind. There were from the mess that I had got us into. 1/4 cloud base is desperate,
virtually no streets but we carried on anyway. When we got
we were at 1/6th cloud base under a few scruffy clouds downthere and could see that the thermals went on a long way out to wind of some villages, it worked - just. 25 minutes were wasted
sea he suggested carrying on. I banned this, my best decision of as we climbed slowly away. The sort of thing that could so easthe flight. He then announced that it was my turn to fly (back
ily have landed us out and in a competition would cost very
into the headwind!) and said that his Dad had forgotten to refuel dearly.
the glider and we only had half fuel. Blaming your Dad when
you are 5 is OK but 50 years later - no. The engine would be
It appeared that the day had ended as we passed Little Rissinglittle use anyway when flying at best climb speed of 55 knots
ton. That 25 minute fumble had meant that we had run out of
into a 25 knot headwind an hour's fuel would only get you 30
day, but a last thermal appeared over Nouj's house, near Renmiles, we had to use thermals whether we liked it or not and
combe. He had just got back from work and produced that vital
generally we liked it.
last bit of hot air for us after driving home under that very good
looking sky. We milked this for all it would give and got back
At 3000 feet near Bedford we went under a big cloud that had to comfortably after 8 hours flying. My longest and best two seater
work. It didn't (i.e. we failed to find the lift under the
flight ever. Thank you Philip.
cloud). We were now down to half cloud base so it was defiTim MacFadyen

From One Place To Another
By John Parry-Jones
Do you know what gliding is like at other clubs? If you do,
why not go and look up your friends? If you don't, go and
make some friends to look up. It's all quite amusing and exciting. Set out any time; all you need is a small bag to carry
spare shirt, socks, handkerchiefs, toothbrush, razor and also a
pair of bags and shoes if you think it may rain. Put a map (the
sheets from an A.A. or R.A.C. book are just the thing) and a
torch in your pocket. Some people carry an umbrella but this
is not compulsory.

give you a lift; it's only the back of a motor cycle but one
can't expect Rolls-Royces all the way, besides he goes out on
the Gloucester Road and can drop you at the Black and White
Cafe just past Patchway Roundabout. So say goodnight to the
revellers, express a wish that they will have a good day's flying and mention casually that you yourself are just going to
have a look at the Yorkshire Club.
Fourteen miles on the back of a motor-cycle is enough to
make you careful to pick something with a little comfort next
time, but here you are at the cafe, have a cup of coffee. Pull a
Suppose it's Friday, (say July 8th 1949) and you suddenly
chair up to the fire and relax. All those people pouring in are
have the idea of looking up somebody at another club; don't
'trippers' from a char-a-banc going home to Warrington; don't
rush home to pack the small bag (see above) and start walkthink of trying to get a lift with them - a frightful crowd with
ing there. There's a party at Lulsgate tonight, so take the small many noisy children and lots of oranges - no, finish your cofbag (see above as before) and go along and enjoy yourself.
fee, pick up the small bag (and umbrella) and go outside.
It's a very good party but perhaps a little after midnight you
There are very few cars travelling long distances and it's hard
should get going; Pyrrhus there is going into Bristol and will to get them to stop et night, so a wagon is the thing, not too
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large because the eight wheelers are rather slow but something
like this one – quick! Wave and he'll stop, wave and he'll stop,
wave and ....... oh well, there'll be another one by within an
hour or so, or perhaps he'll have a mate following. You're
lucky, here's another; now keep calm, don't wave your arms
vaguely or practise any trans-atlantic gestures; wait at the side
until you can be seen in the head lamp, then take one pace into
the road and wave as if you were hailing a friend who you
knew would stop. This is crucial; if you can convey by your
stance, your gesture and your general appearance, the idea that
of course he's going to stop, nine out of ten drivers will stop.
The rest at is simple, ask him if he will give you a lift, then
which way he's going. If he's going your way. climb in, if not
thank him for stopping and wish him goodnight. Now try,
don't doubt or you'll sink.

At Leicester, it's time you got a car, already it's 06.30 hours
and there's a long way to go, so let the heavy stuff go. This is
the kind of thing - two men touring in a Triumph sports car and
going as far as Weatherby (102 miles). You stop at Doncaster
and have a cup of coffee at a hotel, then press on. Lots more
sleep until you change at Wetherby into a Daimler. Here you
get little chance to sleep: the wife, a woman who thirty years
ago may have been very demure, is an ardent backseat driver;
her husband, driving, gets a miserable time. A few tactful remarks are required.

Thirsk, 11.00 hours, things are becoming harder now, the roads
are smaller and there's less traffic so take anything for the last
seven miles. This carter's van wlll do. The view from Sutton
Bank is worth the journey, it's a lovely day, very hot, a little
Where - he's 'going to Coventry, yes that's right on your way
wind, S.W. probably, but no one at the Gliding Club! What
(you must know which routes are going to help you). Talk a
about lunch? There is a pub half-a-mile further along the road
little at first, find out his favourite subject and let him bring out and here's a motor-cyclist, you'll have to put up with the noisy
his ideas, then drift off to sleep. Remember he's been asleep all thing; anyhow it's only a minute's ride but far too long to walk
day so he's not tired; you have to rest to face the day. Relax
in this hot sun.
and dream of lovely thermals lifting you up and away, up and
away, up, up.
Inside the bar parlour it's cool, the beer is good and they produce sandwiches. You feel better; 257 miles in twelve hours Ah, Coventry, and it's quite light. Thank your driver and take
reasonable enough - but the bleak spot is "no gliding". The
up your stand at a traffic lights or round-about and remember
landlord says it's very rarely anyone comes out. What a pity;
anywhere between North and East will do. This chap says he'll it's a good site, but the buildings look very unused. Well, it's no
take you to Leicester - good, that will put you on the road to
use staying; what about the Derby and Lancs., calling on the
York.
family at Harrogate on the way? This man says he's going to
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Peter Scott, John Parry-Jones and James Robertson Justice at the launch point
Ripon. He and his friends are fishermen, talk chalk streams
and dry flies. Ripon to Harrogate is simple. How well the
place looks; a lot of the wartime population of Civil Servants
have left. Do YOU remember the cabs (not those horrible
mechanical taxis) and the Bath-chair ranks? The war's probably finished them, pity. The round-a-bouts are planted out as
gardens, the streets are tidy and the air is clear; it is a pleasantly restful town where the main industries are antiques,
Farrar's Original Harrogate Toffee and Dowling's I excellent
chocolates. What a nuisance there's not more time to spare;
but tea with Auntie and press on. Saturday evening is a difficult time; most people are going out to a country pub with a
car load of friends so be content with shorter lifts. Here's
one, a taxi knocking off and going home; he's offering a lift,
get in the front seat. This Harrogate-Leeds road is no use, too
much pleasure traffic, cut across to Weatherby. This chap
says, "What! Bristol Gliding Club? I know Tommy Thompson - Bill Smith's the name, tell him to remember the West
Yorkshire Regiment and Leeds. Here's Wetherby, cheerio!"

look as if you know he's going to stop. That's right. What!
All the way, right into Derby? Oh lovely. It smells a bit of
fish but have no worry,
Here you are, Derby. Now, where is the Gliding Club? Oh,
ask at this police station. They don't know! Don't be stupid,
the Derby and Lancs. Gliding Club, the Derby and .......
Have you got a faint, peculiar feeling that the Derby
Club is at Sheffield? What a funny thing. Sheffield is about
half-way back to Harrogate. It's 22.30 hours on Saturday
night, you are a long way from home and hungry. It's moments like those which teach you strength of character, etc.,
etc., or how to express yourself strongly.

You clutch the small bag and swinging your umbrella, head
for the Sheffield road. There are few cars and no lorries; the
drivers just don't seem convinced that you expect them to
stop. What about staying the night in Derby? Well, you will
be late in arriving at the gliding site in the morning. Here's a
car; take one firm step off the pavement and ..... he won't
Odd how you meet people, but there's no time, to waste now, even wait to see if you wave. Concentrate on this one. There
Derby is 90 miles away, remember St.Paul and press on.
you are, all done by hypnotism, he's stopped and, thank goodGood, this man is going half way, as far as Blythe, a wretched ness, he's going to Sheffield.
place to be in. It will be dusk soon, what about this little van 8

Sheffield, 12.00 hours. It's no use trying to get out to Great
Hucklow, wherever that is, now, but at least it will be easy in
the morning. The thing now is to find a good hotel and
spread yourself a lot, so ask a policeman what is the best hotel in town - the Royal Victoria - and go there. Thick carpets
and very hot water, just what is required. Have a little supper
and a pint of beer then wallow in the bath for half-an-hour
before sinking into a soft springy bed. 435 miles in the last
twenty-four hours.

The blot on this route is the Potteries; 15 miles in 3½ hours.
Remember to avoid them as apparently everyone else does.
At last you are back on the traffic stream and there is Shrewsbury (thank you). That car at the traffic lights will take you
on to the by-pass and you're practically there. You are there
but it's 21.15 hours and they are packing up, the weather is
bad.

Sunday morning is magnificent, it's sunny, you feel good, a
large breakfast and you are on the bus to Ecclesall by 09.30
hours. At Ecclesall take one pace into the road and wave ...
sure it's himself that's offering you a lift. A delightful Irish
doctor who is just taking his son aged six into the country on
a fine day. He knows the gliding club and will take you to
the gate.

Pick up those clothes you left here last week and get back to
the Shrewsbury by-pass, it's 134 miles home. Did you notice
that char-a-banc with Wolverhampton on its side was empty?
Here's another, one pace.... yes, a comfortable ride right into
the town. Change here, a southbound lorry; this one goes
right past your house. Sleep well now because it will be
03.00 hours by the time you arrive.

A little gliding and lunch. These people have the right ideas
on food - lots of meat, plenty of everything and a pleasant
little bar across the courtyard. It would be rather nice to sit in
the sun and watch the gliding, or it's only 85 miles to the
Mynd .... yes, Tideswell, Buxton, Royal Cottage, Leek, now
it's only 15.30 hours, 50 miles to go and there's flying until
21.30 hours, easy.

You haven't done much gliding but it's been a good weekend; 670 miles tour, a couple of flights at Great Hucklow,
expenses - food, drink and flying 15/-, one night at the Royal
Victoria 17/6. Next time try Dunstable, Redhill and the
Southdown Club.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
This piece by our former CFI sheds light on the resourcefulness of those early members who led the way for us. John lost his
life on November 6th 1957 when Bristol Britannia G-ANCA, in which he was a member of the development crew, crashed at
Downend killing all 15 on board.
Text and photograph contributed by Ken Brown
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THE TERRA FIRMA SYNDICATE—EVERYONE'S A MEMBER!

HIGH SUMMER FOR WILDLIFE
- and Observer of the Month Award returns!
A recent trawl through past TFS observation sheets of June,
July and August reveals these months as high spots for variety
and quantity of species seen and the time of year when these
sightings are noted by many members. Among things seen in
these months were roe deer fawns, young badgers, hares, bats,
slow worms, glow worms, 30+ species of birds, many different butterflies plus a wealth of other insects and flowers and
grasses.

Sadly, none of the possible leaders I have approached for the
promised annual summer evening walk around the field was
available. However, everything we might have seen on that
walk will still be there. Although it might be easier to see
some things when the field is quieter, ie before or after flying,
both deer and hares are spotted quite often, flowers don't move
and butterflies and other insects visit them throughout the day.

In past years we used to have an "Observer of the Month
Award" for a particularly interesting sighting and this month
it is re-instated and our top observer is Megan Moss with
her great photographs of a young great spotted woodpecker
peeking out of its nesthole in a dead tree in the caravan site
and being fed by the adult male.
What has made the Terra Firma Syndicate successful has been
the sharing of knowledge and, while telling me or each other
about something interesting is fine, the best way to pass it on
to everyone is to write it on the clipboard, which hangs beside
the TFS noticeboard in the clubhouse. Not being able to identify it isn't a problem - just try to describe it - someone else
might know! And if the monthly sheet is full, just write on the
back of it.

Our merry mowing men are doing a fantastic job keeping the
main areas safe for takeoffs and landings but also leaving
some patches, plus the margins, uncut. Besides the bonus of
many wildflowers, grasses and insects using these areas, both
birds and animals make use of the shelter of longer grass and,
that being so, might contain a skylark's nest or a roe deer
fawn, left in a "safe" place by the doe. Though a walker passing through such areas is unlikely to cause much disturbance,
please don't drive through them or stop and stare for too long,
if you do spot something sheltering.
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Orchid time is upon us and in the past 600 pyramidal
orchids have been counted around the north and west
edges, many bee orchids too and, later in July, our remnant harebells will appear. When they do, I will mark the
spot on the magnetic pictorial map of the field which
hangs above our noticeboard.

Nancy Barrett
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Winter Series Weekend 15th – 17th April
By Jake Brattle
This year the Winter Series returned to Nympsfield for the
first time since 2013. In 2013 we had approximately twentyfive turn up for the weekend. This year we had over one hundred visitors!

introduced many to ridge flying for the first time and many
others to Nympsfield for the first time. I believe all enjoyed
the day despite the slow start. In the evening many more visitors showed up, plenty with trailers in tow and the bar was
Juniors started arriving as early as Thursday and I flew with a buzzing when we arrived after the committee meeting!
few to get them site-checked. Many more arrived Thursday
evening and the bar saw a modest attendance in the evening.
By Saturday morning we had more than seventy visitors in
On the Friday we suffered from thick low cloud for most of
briefing at 10am. The forecast suggested a very unstable airthe day until it started to finally lift mid-afternoon allowing
mass following the passing of the occluded front. The foremany to get airborne and have some fun on the North Ridge. cast did not disappoint; many reported seeing averages in
Three of NYM's two seaters were kept in rotation with a cou- excess of 8knots! The flying list was two full pages long and
ple of visiting gliders also enjoying some ridge bashing. We
we achieved over seventy flights. All four club two-seaters
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were kept in constant rotation and one of the club single seaters was kept airborne for the majority of the day. We also
had five privately owned two seaters helping with the list and
introducing many juniors to cross-country flying.

completed their Silver Distance. Well done to all. With
nearly one-hundred flights flown, Sunday was probably the
best of the best flying days the Winter Series has ever provided.
The Juniors, some of
whom had travelled
from as far as Portmoak, had an incredible
weekend at Nympsfield
with soaring available
on every day. We introduced many young
pilots from all over the
country to ridge, thermal and cross country
flying. This weekend
would not have been
possible without the
help of many individuals in so many roles.

Thank you to all the
owners that provided
their two-seaters for the
weekend, to all the instructors who gave up their own soarBy Sunday we had close to one hundred visitors on site, with ing time to teach soaring to juniors, to all the tow pilots,
a grid of forty in the morning eagerly awaiting the excellent winch drivers and helpers at the launch point who kept the
conditions that were forecast. Task lengths ranging from
busy airfield running as smooth and safely as possible and to
130km to 500km were set by Andy Davis and completed by all those who helped with running the bar and organising the
all who attempted them. Only two landouts, one intentionally catering.
back at his home airfield, the other landed just by the wind- Finally thank you to all the members for being so welcoming
mill on the way back. We had seven junior pilots completing to the Juniors over the weekend. I hope we will see them
the 300km task. Tom Hogarth gained his Gold Distance and return in the not too distant future!
Diamond Goal. Danny Richmond and Ben Vickars both
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Alpine Soaring the French Way—Learning at St Auban
By Christophe Mutricy
After several years of hearing of Gap and the Southern
Alps in the bar and looking at the videos by Balleka, I bit
the bullet and decided to go for it.

must be taken into
account. You cannot rely on the fact
the wind was, say,
true north at the
airfield because the
various valleys and
mountains might
influence the wind
so much that if
you're not careful
you end up on the
wrong side of a
ridge.
We pushed on to
the lake of SerrePoncon and came
back via the Parcours which is an
alignment of ridges.
So, no need for S
turns or ridge polishing, it is a continuous glide following
the energy all the while.

There are two choices. Either try to tag along with an expedition from another British club or go for an organised
course. I chose the latterand going to St Auban at the
CNVV. This has the advantage of simplicity, very good
infrastructure and fleet.
The airfield is massive and effectively operates in two

Typically the instructors do 2 flights of 3 hours a day. The
second Mistral day I was flying the second slot and before
coming back we bumped into some weak wave near Sisteron. After a bit of searching we were climbing at 8 kt
towards the airspace. So we moved into the down bit,
fell down and connected once more just for fun.

halves. The CNVV uses the east side and the visiting
clubs or the French team uses the west side.
The two-seater fleet is of Duo Discuss of various ages and
2 Arcus. The single-seater fleet is more varied with
Pegase, LS4, Discus2, Ventus2, ASG29, and JS1.
I flew to Nice. While it is further away than MarseillesAix en Provence airport, there are flights every day and at
more convenient times from Bristol. Then the scenic route
Napoleon (remember when you didn't exile him far
enough and he came back) took me
cross- country across some of the
mountains I would fly over finishing
by the Gorges du Verdon. Not really
the quickest drive but very pretty.

On Wednesday, the normal southern brise system had
resumed. The flying was more manageable as there were
lots of thermals to connect to, above the slopes, so less
time spent very close to the slopes, less punishment for

We had northerly Mistral wind for
the first 2 days. Lots of it in the order of 25 kt by the end of the afternoon. Combined with the drop on
the approach for the northerly runway, that makes landing
quite interesting. Certainly equivalent to Nympsfield in strong northwesterlies.
In the air the various slopes and
ridges were working, not necessarily on their classic faces. But it was
fairly bumpy and cold. Compared
with flying the ridge at Nympsfield,
the fact that the wind is not from the
same direction on all the slopes
13

choosing the wrong side of the
mountain and approaches like normal.
The cloud base was high even by
Alpine standards with it at over
3000m. Initially you don't realise
because the altimeter is in meters
but when you do the maths that
seems very good.
Next I was able to go solo. It's quite
different as there is no reassuring
voice coming from behind. You're
supposed to give your position and
altitude to your instructor regularly
and also when you change mountains - so you shouldn't find yourself
in a silly position. However, depending on whether you are looking
at the tops of the mountains or at the

Over the last few days, there was some
moist air moving in from the east in the
afternoons. So at briefing, the chiefinstructor used a phrase that I never
thought I would hear: The high cirrus
clouds meant good news as they would
prevent the over-development.
The South-easterly wind meant some of
the classic slopes were not quite working
so I could not do the Parcours on my
own. But there was some wave in the lee
valley bottoms, the feeling of height is not the same. You
of the Montagne de Coupe which meant a nice end of afterjust need a few bad thermals and fixation on a single moun- noon before I had to air brake down to meet the landing
tain to start thinking that you are low and not doing well. It time limit of 7pm.
then takes the realisation that you are at 6,500 ft and that
even with full air brake you couldn't go land in the field
So it was a very good week. I was lucky with the weather
down in the valley. So you build up a more positive attitude and we flew every day between 3 and 6 hours. I think I'll go
and move to a better location.
there again to build more confidence before taking my Std
Cirrus.
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Tit Bits
Brilliant!
Oli Summerell is the first of our cadets to fly as Pilot in Command this year

Not Brilliant
Unreported damage to our expensive new 4 X 4 — shall we say we are just a bit sad
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